FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

SILENT KNIGHT SYSTEMS PROVIDE ALFRED UNIVERSITY
LONG-TERM FIRE PROTECTION
School Campus Attains Maintenance and Cost Efficiencies as Upgrades to
Advanced Farenhyt Technology Continue
Northford, Conn., February 5, 2013 – Silent Knight by Honeywell (NYSE: HON)
and integrator FSC Systems LLC announce a continuation of Farenhyt fire alarm
system installations on the campus of Alfred University, Alfred, N.Y. In the
process of upgrading its overall level of fire protection, the school has made use
of more advanced detection, such as aspiration and carbon monoxide (CO),
while taking advantage of the Farenhyt line’s cost-saving retrofit qualities.
FSC Systems LLC, of Jamestown, N.Y., began installing Silent Knight’s Farenhyt
technology on the 52-building campus eight years ago, as school officials sought
to replace an older, patchwork of fire alarm systems. The performance of the
initial Farenhyt equipment installed by FSC provided proven reliability to school
officials, who continue to call on the integrator for on-going upgrades of older
systems.
“FSC put our first system in years ago,” says Mike Neiderbach, Alfred University's
executive director for capital operations and legal affairs. “We like the way it
works, it's pretty simple to handle, and we don't have problems with it. In my
book, that's a big thing.”
Brian Dodge, physical plant director at Alfred, says many of the buildings had
older zone systems, some more than 30 years old, and the college wanted to
move to addressable technology.
“We wanted a system that was modern, that could identify specific locations
where there was a problem,” explains Neiderbach. “Some of our buildings’ older
systems were also not user-friendly, particularly for the fire department.”
The new systems’ addressable technology provides detailed information on the
type of issue detected and its exact location. This type of specific information is
also displayed on remote annunciators installed with the new systems at
entryways of buildings to quickly inform firefighters and facility/security officials.
More than half of the campus’s buildings are now protected by Farenhyt fire
alarm systems. Dodge asserts the flexibility of a fire alarm system is “key”.
Farenhyt systems have been deployed in buildings of assorted sizes, from the
60,000 square-foot Powell Campus Center to single-family housing units.
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“We're able to buy small systems, not just big systems,” says Dodge. “We
basically tailor the size to what we need.”
And it will be easy to scale up the Farenhyt systems should the buildings be
expanded and added to in the future, says Dodge.
The Alfred campus made use of the Farenhyt line’s unique retrofit advantages by
reusing much of the existing infrastructure for upgrades, including wiring,
detector sounder bases and more. That saves money both in terms of materials
and labor.
Additional cost savings has been realized simply through the lack of maintenance
needed with the new systems. The older system was a constant drain on both
funds and time, explains Dodge, requiring constant replacement of smoke
detectors.
“We’ve definitely cut that way down with the new Silent Knight system,” says
Dodge. “We have so many buildings and a very small staff to go out and check
everything out – the more bullet-proof everything is, the better.”
While most of the installs on campus have been fairly straight-forward, FSC did
install some specialized equipment, including explosion-proof technology in
school chemistry labs, monitored by the new fire alarm system.
With New York being one of many states to set new CO detection requirements
for commercial sleeping areas, CO detectors tied to the new fire alarm systems
were installed throughout all Alfred residence halls.
To control the flow of smoke from a fire, the new fire alarms in several campus
buildings were interfaced with the energy management systems to force fans to
shut down and control other mechanical systems to respond as necessary.
As the university's needs adapt, officials may look at other technologies that
integrate with the Farenhyt systems, such as mass notification capabilities.
“The system is flexible that way – we're able to adapt,” suggests Neiderbach.
FSC is now working on a large Farenhyt system in Alfred's health and wellness
center, which is currently under construction, according to Shawn M. Gorgan,
vice president of service operations at FSC Systems. It will include a Fire Alarm
Aspirating Smoke Technology (FAAST) system to provide Very Early Warning
Fire Detection in the new gymnasium and track area. A highly-sensitive detection
system, FAAST draws continuous air samples through a network of pipes to
immediately detect the slightest trace of smoke, even in the most highly
challenging environments.
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Customers appreciate the advanced technologies and capabilities, says Gorgan.
But the true value to them boils down to some basics, he adds.
“They don't get calls, it works and it's easy to use – that's what they want,” he
says.
“We're very big on safety here. If I send my kids to a college, I expect the first
and foremost thing is to keep them safe,” says Dodge. “That's one of our big
reasons for upgrades – more coverage, more safety, a better system.”
To reach a local Farenhyt Engineered Systems Distributor, contact a Silent
Knight Regional Sales Manager. Visit www.farenhyt.com for more comprehensive
fire alarm systems information.
EDITOR’S NOTE: High- and low-resolution images of Alfred University facilities
and its Silent Knight Farenhyt systems are available in the online photo gallery.
Please direct all Silent Knight leads to Robyn Cosenza at
robyn.cosenza@honeywell.com.
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ABOUT SILENT KNIGHT
Silent Knight, part of the Honeywell (NYSE: HON) Life Safety Group, designs and manufactures commercial
fire alarm and life safety systems. Its broad portfolio of products is available through security equipment
distribution and a nationwide network of authorized Farenhyt Distributors. Founded in 1961, Silent Knight’s
manufacturing operations are based in the United States.
ABOUT HONEYWELL
Honeywell International (www.honeywell.com) is a Fortune 100 diversified technology and manufacturing
leader, serving customers worldwide with aerospace products and services; control technologies for
buildings, homes and industry; automotive products; turbochargers; and specialty materials. Based in Morris
Township, N.J., Honeywell’s shares are traded on the New York, London, and Chicago Stock Exchanges.
For more news and information on Honeywell, please visit www.honeywellnow.com.
OF NOTE
This release contains certain statements that may be deemed “forward-looking statements” within the
meaning of Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934. All statements, other than statements of
historical fact, that address activities, events or developments that we or our management intends, expects,
projects, believes or anticipates will or may occur in the future are forward-looking statements. Such
statements are based upon certain assumptions and assessments made by our management in light of their
experience and their perception of historical trends, current conditions, expected future developments and
other factors they believe to be appropriate. The forward-looking statements included in this release are also
subject to a number of material risks and uncertainties, including but not limited to economic, competitive,
governmental, and technological factors affecting our operations, markets, products, services and prices.
Such forward-looking statements are not guarantees of future performance, and actual results,
developments and business decisions may differ from those envisaged by such forward-looking statements.
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